This is José Pinto, part of the team responsible for Communications and Outreach!

I help everyone learn about ALMA.

José is an amazing graphic designer and before ALMA, he worked in the Ministry of Education.

At ALMA, José is in charge of creating all the graphic products for the Observatory.

Without him, we would have no website and no outreach material or graphic material in the Visitor's Center.

But this monster of design takes it one step further...

| Signage in the ALMA camp and Visitor's Center |

Let’s see… what else can I come up with today…

¡AHA!

I know! I’ll launch a water rocket so children can learn about propulsion!
José has a special calling that captivates audiences of all ages...

And his passion and commitment to his work are hard to beat.

Or better yet! I’ll invent a secret formula to show how asteroids are formed!

And he travels all over Chile to creatively show the wonders of ALMA.

José is a work machine. He is ultra fast... and can take any design from 0 to 100 in a matter of seconds.

My mouse is as fast as my motorcycle.

He has a thousand talents. He strums the guitar at 300,000 km/sec (light speed).

He is a seasoned traveler, a citizen of the world and of the solar system.

And his passion and commitment to his work are hard to beat.

José designs everything, even the smile on the faces of everyone he works with.

Hmm... I can’t find Pluto...

“Across the universee... la la la”